Philosophy

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

Philosophy is the critical, rational examination of fundamental questions that people have pondered for more than 2500 years. These include, but are not limited to, questions such as: What is reality? What is the nature of the self? Does God exist? What is good and just? What ought I to do? Philosophy courses are directed towards an understanding of these and other fundamental questions, often through reading and studying philosophers who have addressed these questions in the past, with appreciation of the historical and cultural contexts in which these questions are raised and answered. Philosophy courses help students to develop good logical and critical reasoning skills, expose hidden preconceptions, encourage open debate and independent thought, and provide opportunity to apply valuable insights gained to contemporary life.

Roadmaps

Road maps lay out all of the courses you need to take for a given degree or certificate.

Get a Road map! Explore Ways to Complete These Programs (/academics/arc-program-road-maps)


DIVISION DEAN
Diana Hicks (/about-us/contact-us/faculty-and-staff-directory/diana-hicks)

DEPARTMENT CHAIR
Dennis Holden (/about-us/contact-us/faculty-and-staff-directory/dennis-holden)

AREA OF INTEREST
People, Culture and Society (/academics/areas-of-interest/people-culture-and-society)

Humanities Division Office (/academics/arc-humanities-division-office)
(916) 484-8653